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Hello,
Automechanika Frankfurt has actually managed to outdo its action-packed
programmes of workshops, talks and events from previous years. Four new stages
have been set up in the following exhibition halls where automotive professionals
can explore a range of topics. Leading players will be discussing the topic of
‘Innovation4Mobility’ in Hall 3; in Hall 11, the focus will be on Body and Paint; Hall 9
will play host to various practical workshop topics and the special ‘Future Mobility
Workshop 4.0’ showcase; and Hall 12 will be focusing on the themes of Classic Cars,
Car Wash, Care & Detailing.
In addition, we would like to invite all participants to our daily Happy Hour after the
trade fair closes. Meeting point is the Agora in the west fairground and the outdoor
area in front of hall 11.

You can find an overview of the programme in our event calendar.
Best regards
Olaf Mußhoff
Show Director Automechanika Frankfurt
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Body and paint professionals have their own stage for
the first time

Premiere in Hall 11: for the first time, the body and paint sector has been given its
own stage to host a wide-ranging event programme and networking area –
sponsored by SATA. IBIS is inviting its network to Frankfurt to illuminate the latest
developments in the body and paint sector and Michel Malik from Australia’s

BodyShop News is offering a practical seminar entitled ‘Maintaining profitability in an
economic crisis’. Another highlight: the awards ceremony for the Body & Paint
Championships on 16 September, in which professional painters are honoured for
transforming car hoods into true works of art.

Find out more

Register online for workshops

Car and commercial vehicle professionals take note: every day of the trade fair, a
roster of partners including 3M, BASF Coatings / Glasurit, Carbon and DEKRA will be
holding a variety of workshops in which visitors can take part. Eleven of the
workshops will be moderated by the ‘car doctors’ from Autodoktoren. On the agenda:
a range of topics that includes damage cost calculation, working on high-voltage
vehicles (professionally trained persons (FUP)), bodywork, paintwork, and ADAS
calibration. Interested in taking part? Register by 31 August and you will
automatically receive a ticket to Automechanika Frankfurt.

Go to the workshop overview

In search of the ultimate car sound system

What system offers the best sound? Who can impress the panel with the most
professional installation of a car audio system? At the EMMA German Sound Quality
Finals, everyone is invited to immerse themselves into the world of automotive
sound. So take a seat and listen up! Make sure to visit the outdoor exhibition area in
front of Hall 12 on 16 and 17 September.

Find all the Hall 12 highlights here

Automechanika app: your digital trade fair guide

Site map, event calendar, exhibitor list and ‘Connect’, an in-app function that lets you
network with other participants: the Automechanika app is guaranteed to help you
find your way around the exhibition grounds more easily. You can download the app
free of charge – from the Apple App Store (for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad) and the
Google Play Store for Android.
Download for iOS
Download for Android
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